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The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G RevolutionWharton School Publishing, 2009

	“The New World of Wireless is an impressive, thoughtful journey that helps business leaders see over the horizon to our unwired future, where we belong.”


	–John Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President, Sybase, Inc.


	 
...
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Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and DesignIGI Global, 2006

	Although the field of mixed reality has grown significantly over the last decade, there have been few published books about augmented reality, particularly the interface design aspects. Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and Design provides a foundation of the main concepts of augmented reality (AR), with a particular...
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Packet Guide to Core Network ProtocolsO'Reilly, 2011

	Trying to find the perfect networking resource or textbook can be a real challenge.
	Sometimes they are extremely focused on one technology, and thus miss the mark. Or
	they are extremely broad, covering every networking idea known to man. This book is
	about something that all networks have in common—the core protocols. Networks...
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Geolocation in iOS: Mobile Positioning and Mapping on iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The mobile phone—specifically the iPhone, which continues to define the state of the
	
		art for smartphones—has become the primary interface device for geographicallytagged
	
		data.
	
		Take advantage of iPhone and iPad sensors and advanced geolocation technologies to build state-of-the-art location...
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Mesos in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Mesos in Action introduces readers to the Apache Mesos cluster manager and the concept of application-centric infrastructure. Filled with helpful figures and hands-on instructions, this book guides you from your first steps creating a highly-available Mesos cluster through deploying applications in...
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Red Hat Fedora Linux 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Fedora Linux 3 can do it, you can do it too ...
Fedora Core 3 is Red Hat's most solid Fedora to date, including features destined for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4. Use Fedora Core 3, with the latest Linux technology, to set up a personal desktop, small business server, or programming workstation. This book will teach you the basics of using...
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MCTS Windows Vista Client Configuration Passport (Exam 70-620)McGraw-Hill, 2007
From the #1 Name in Professional Certification
 

Get on the fast track to becoming a Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist with this affordable, portable study tool. Inside, Microsoft Certified Trainer Brian Culp will guide you on your career path, providing expert tips and sound advice along the way. With an...
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Joomla! with FlashPackt Publishing, 2009
You can build any kind of web site using Joomla! The look and feel of Joomla! web sites can largely be customized using the many templates, components, modules and plug-ins available. With all these features, ease of administration, and options for customization, sometimes you may think of integrating other technologies such as Flash with it. This...
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Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Clinical Malignant HematologyMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The only comprehensive guide to the clinical management of hematologic and lymphatic cancers


	4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"This will be an ideal and a must-have book for anyone involved in the daily care of patients with hematologic malignancies. It would be particularly useful for physicians-in-training...
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Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
We all have those "go-to" people in our lives. The one you go-to for advice, the one you go-to for comfort, the one you go-to with technical questions...now you can be the one that others go-to for help with Microsoft Office 2003. Tricks of the Microsoft Office Gurus is full of exclusive tricks from Paul McFedries, an Office...
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